Abstract-Model-based control are affected by the accuracy of dynamic calibration. For industrial robots, identification techniques predominantly involve rigid body models linearized on a set of minimal lumped parameters that are estimated along excitatory trajectories made by suitable/optimal path. Although the physical meaning of the estimated lumped models is often lost (e.g. negative inertia values), these methodologies get remarkably results when well-conditioned trajectories are applied. Nonetheless, such trajectories have usually to span the workspace at large, resulting in an averagely fitting model. In many technological tasks, instead, the region of dynamics applications is limited, and generation of trajectories in such workspace sub-region results in different specialized models that should increase the predictability of local behavior. Besides this consideration, the paper presents a genetic-based selection of trajectories in constrained sub-region. The methodology places under optimization paths generated by a commercial industrial robot interpolator, and the genes (i.e. the degrees-offreedom) of the evolutionary algorithms corresponds to a finite set of few via-points and velocities, just like standard motion programming of industrial robots. Remarkably, experiments demonstrate that this algorithm design feature allows a good matching of foreseen current and the actual measured in different task conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Trajectory optimization for excitatory patterns plays a dominant role in most of methods of dynamic calibration industrial robots (IRs). Since early examples [1] , [2] , [3] , many calibration methods involve linear reduction of the rigid-body model into a set of dynamical parameters to be estimated in the sense of overdetermined systems from sampled torques along such excitatory trajectories. As a consequence, the accuracy of model estimations stands upon the conditioning properties of the kinematics function (regressor) that maps the to-be-estimated parameters into torques [4] , [5] . Such implicit calibration procedure aims at attaining good average estimation properties in the whole workspace by building an extensively well-conditioned regressor, i.e. able to excite all linearly reduced dynamical parameters.
Within this general methodology, the optimization of excitatory trajectories has been addressed in many different approaches, e.g. optimization of trajectory parameters for polynomial [6] or Fourier series [7] , [8] . The wellconditioning of such patterns have been often expressed through the conditioning number and the singular values [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] of trajectory regressors to be optimally inverted. Some works [13] , [14] soft-coded such properties in fitnesses functions for evolutionary-based techniques, which is also the case of the present work, but for oscillatory jointspace trajectories under optimization.
For such identification methods, the dynamical parameters observation produces the predicted torques with a configuration-dependent accuracy, i.e. the single average set of parameters is a tradeoff in the sense of least-squares or of optimal observers [11] . Drawbacks arise when the task patterns substantially differ from the original excitatory ones, since if the operation spans a limited sub-region of the workspace, it may happen that the corresponding regressor maps into the residuals of the estimated parameters. In other words, it could be inferred that the local validity of a calibration procedure in a sub-region of the workspace could benefit from a dedicated excitatory pattern. Such model is in general not valid at large and could even be potentially physically inconsistent with the system dynamics but well matching the numerical linear reduction of the dynamic parametrization. This useful loss of generality is of course suitable only in case of tasks performing very well defined classes of trajectories, as it may be the common case for a number of technological tasks, where the manipulator configuration is likely to change very little, i.e. the gravity term behaves as a nearly constant bias in the excitation.
The methodology proposed in this work aims at selecting a number of locally-optimal trajectories (task-oriented), for the estimation of robot dynamic parameters. The selection criteria is based on the evaluation of the excitation power on robot dynamic of each trajectory. Trajectories are defined likely in most manufacturing tasks, and, most importantly, encompass the standard task-space user-level programming of trajectories in most of commercial industrial controllers, i.e. a general trajectory is described by a set of discrete poses to be internally interpolated by the robot interpolator itself on the basis of global tunable parameters (fly-by accuracy, velocity profiles, etc). Since trajectories are obtained from an array of poses (and transit velocities), the template task description has a very limited complexity and is suitable for being embodied in an evolutionary optimization process where genomes directly code for such templates. As a result, the calibration problem is turned into a local speciation of the generalized excitatory acceleration able to provide the correspondingly speciated dynamical model. The evolutionary pressure will be, in fact, not on the real dynamical model but rather on the local set of best matching parameters in a given configuration. The speciation is seeked in 3 subregions of the same quadrant of the workspace (see Fig. 1 ). Such an experimental procedure aims at investigating the influence of the location where speciation takes place, in a fairly comparable robot conditions. Section II will report the problem formulation in terms of linear system reduction, while the speciation methods will be outlined in Section II-B. Section III reports the results of the procedure applied to two differentn sub-regiorns of the task space. Section IV reports final considerations.
II. MOTIVATION AND METHODOLOGY
In most of dynamical parameters identifications, excitation trajectories are fairly different from those commonly used in industrial procedures, which are often characterized by classes of trajectories defined as sets of joined simple geometric entities (e.g. lines and circles), performed at constant regime velocity along the path. Alternatively, high accuracy in torques prediction could be obtained by Iterative Learning Control (ILC) techniques [15] resulting in implicit dynamics calibration, i.e. without the need of any model. Nevertheless, ILC algorithms prevent the possibility to extend (extrapolate) results for a given trajectory to similar ones, and are rarely used in tasks where robots have to interact with the environment [16] . Therefore, a sound algorithm for the local dynamics estimation requires both a proper dynamics model and a design method for excitatory trajectories that takes into account the constraints imposed by ranging within a small sub-region of the whole workspace in procedural mild-dynamics conditions. In addition, once designed and optimally computed, several trajectories representative of due tasks/sub-regions can be stored and loaded for re-calibration. 
A. Dynamics modeling and estimation
Making use of rigid multi-bodies dynamics [17] , the robot dynamics can be reduced [18] , [19] to:
where π 0 is a base set of dynamical parameters and matrix function φ 0 should be considered as generalized accelerations. The base set π 0 includes only those parameters that give contribution to joint torques and are observable along any excitatory trajectory 1 that generates φ 0 . The minimal size N π of the base set π 0 is demonstrated [11] to be 40 for a 6-dof anthropomorphic manipulator, in addition of which other N f coefficients of the friction model yield the compound parameters set π. The selected friction model [20] provides the j-th joint friction torque in the form:
requiring N f = 3 × dof additional parameters 2 . For trajectory { Q,Q,Q } of S-samples, (1) is so expanded:
where Φ is the observation matrix. Actually, experimental sampling T, Φ includes also measurements noise ν:
Several techniques are known [21] , [22] , [23] for the pseudoinversion solution of (4), and the weighted least-squares technique [24] has been here implemented. Denoting as W the weight matrix, the system is solved aŝ
Hence, the generation of an optimal excitation trajectory { Q ,Q ,Q } able to provide the best regression conditions for (4) leads the optimum parameters estimation. The model estimation procedure (mid-layer) computes the parameters using an optimized excitatory, which is pre-computed in through GA (top-layer). The obtained model is then evaluated along random trajectories (bottom-layer). 
B. Optimal Excitation Trajectory
The optimization problem formulation, i.e. identification of Φ = Φ(Q ,Q ,Q ), is derived from the requirements and constraints of industrial setups (see Fig. 1 ) :
1) finding a sub-optimal set of K via-points P * ; 2) finding the interpolation velocity V * along which a trajectory is calculated by standard IR motion planner. Hence, the optimization grounds on the definition of a workspace sub-region that bounds the K desired interpolated via-points. Hereafter, the optimization goal will be indicated as the set {P 1 , . . . , P K , V * }. The optimal via-points and the interpolation velocity are obtained from a Genetic Algorithm (GA hereafter) search over sets of candidate individuals {P n 1 , . . . , P n K , V n } (the superscript n indicates the individual index), whose interpolated trajectory and derived regressors Φ n are evolved over generations (see top layer in Fig. 2) . The 6D coordinates of each of K via-points and the interpolation velocity are concatenated along a single individual genome of (6 K + 1) genes ranging in [0, 1] ∈ R. Genotypes are linearly mapped into physical trajectory parameters according to particular ranges defined for each position/orientation coordinate and for minimum and maximum moving velocity. The population contains N = 150 genotypes (individuals), each carrying full information to code a trajectory. Generations following the first one are produced by a combination of selection with elitism, recombination and mutation [25] . The selection of individuals is made on a fitness function, commonly applied criteria are D-optimal or A-optimal fitnesses [13] .
Drawback of such approaches relies on pure-kinematic nature of the regressor. In fact, generalized accelerations in Φ could occasionally give comparable torques despite the relative exploitation of the maximum torque of differentsized actuators. Scaling the regressor with axis-wise ratios of nominal-over-maximum τ = max i (τ 
Finally, in this case D-optimal fitness was considered maximizing the determinant of a quadratic form associated with H(Φ n ) of each n-th individual trajectory, i.e.
III. VALIDATION AND RESULTS Method implementation and experiments are shown using a COMAU NS16 manipulator (see Fig. 1 ), with the C4G controller and the virtualizer of its interpolator ORL -Open Realistic Robot Library. The method has been validated in three different sub-regions of the workspace as displayed in Fig. 1 .
A. Identified Excitation Trajectory
The identification of the excitatory trajectory resulted similar for all the three different experiment in the three different sub-regions of workspace (see Fig. 3 ) . They are characterized by a plain evolutionary process where the first generations show a fast convergence of the population to a family of trajectories yielding well-conditioned regressors. Along the saturation phase of the evolution, the best individuals and the population steadily improve their properties, while retaining consistency. This should due to the selective power of a fitness function that includes the scaling of the the regressor on the basis of nominal axes torques, avoiding major disruptions in terms of homogeneity in the interpolated trajectory. The three experiments differ for the maximum fitness value, nevertheless the optimized trajectory attained an excellent value for the regressor determinant (good mathematical conditioning of H). 
B. Dynamic Parameters Estimation
For each of the three sub-regions of the workspace, the genome (i.e. {P 1 , . . . , P K , V * }) calculated from the GA, has been loaded into NS16 interpolator obtaining the excitation trajectory { Q ,Q ,Q }. τ , q and q have been sampled directly in the robot controller with a rate f s =500 Hz (then filtered with a 8 th -order Butterworth filter with f c =30 Hz) while accelerations¨ q have been numerically derived. Table  II reports the results of the inversion of the measured system in (3), as in [24] , for the three different experiment in the sub-region A, B and C. Looking through the table, some parameters show differences for many orders of magnitude in the three sub-regions.
C. Model Validation
For each of the three different sub-regions of the workspace displayed in Fig. 1 , the validation of the evolved trajectory and consequently estimated parametersπ is performed by moving robot along 30 trajectories, each defined by 6 via-points and interpolation velocity randomly calculated within the workspace sub-region as criteria described in section I and shown in Fig. 1 . Sampled torques measured during each single trajectory test T are then compared to estimated torquesT figured out of the locally calibrated modelπ (see bottom layer in Fig. 2 ) obtained from the optimal trajectory. The RMSE between estimated and sampled torques corresponds to the best estimator for the noise distribution in (4) and to a metric of the repeatability of the estimation over random test trajectories. Due to the inherently different contribution of each robot axis to the generated torque, so to the estimation noise, and the consideration of scaling discussed for the selected fitness function, the RMSE is expressed as:
where S is the number of samples in each i = 1, . . . , 30 trajectories and j ∈ (1, . . . , 6) is the axis number. Then σ i,j ν has been normalized out of each corresponding motor nominal torque transformed from motor side to joint side (NS16 gearmotors data are reported in Table I ):
as in Fig. 8 . Prediction error calculated in (8) is used in Figs. 4, 5, 6 to compute the upper and lower bounds for the predictedT fromT , displaying the curves calculated as:
D. Discussion
Analysis at a glance of Figs. 4, 5, 6, and of Table II displays (i) the predictive power of the rigid-multi-body model is extremely high, and (ii) the predictive power of the model is preserved in all the three experiments despite the parameters are strongly different in the three cases. The difference in magnitude (and sign) of many dynamic parameters in the different sub-regions A, B, C demonstrates as the lumped-rigid model is a partial model for an IR.
The inaccuracies in the prediction of the torques are partially relevant only for the last three axes (see Fig. 8 ) even if it should mainly related the low value of nominal motor torques (the magnitude error for the last three axis is less than 5Nm, Fig. 7) . The inaccuracies in torque prediction should arise from an uncorrect friction model or from an uncorrect excitation of the friction parameters, e.g. in Fig. 5d , there is a significant error when actuator invert the rotation direction. Different model of static friction should improve the methods accuracy, although higher-model order should make more complex the convergence of the GA, and non linear models are not easy to be integrated in the method.
Besides considerations on friction, Fig. 8 displays that similar results are attained in all the three different subregions of the workspace despite the great differences in the fitness values (see Fig. 3 ). It could means that once the determinat of the regressor get high-value (i.e. the system is well conditioned) further increases do not affect the solution. Consequently, a position point on the quality of the selected fitness should be raised, and a different fitness improving the selection of trajectories more exciting the friction properties of the system should guarantee better performance.
Anyhow, pros and contras of the approach seems to confirm that the use of a GA is effective, and such definition of the genome (i.e. of the exciting trajectory as a series of a limited number of via-points), allows a straightforward representation of the task through its major template features, i.e. pose to visit and task space constraints in task execution.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A procedure for local dynamic calibration has been introduced. Robot dynamic parameters are identified inside of task-dependent workspace sub-region. Experimental results confirm high accuracy in estimation of torques at joints, moreover prediction errors display good repeatability in parameters identification. The procedure is also easy to perform, allowing to frequently reload the calibration, in order to compensate parameters variations due to external phenomena. Future works will compare the accuracy reached through a local dynamic calibration and calibration defined for the complete workspace. 
